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Mick. Soon they were standing before the deputy, who,
recognizing Mick, cried: "Hello, youngster! Were 5ave
you bin to all this time? Stoppin5 at yer country 5ouse, I
shouldn't wonder!" The "nipper" assured him that such
was the case; and, banter over, the deputy directed them
to beds 17 and 18, "the werry splendidest anyw'ere to be
found!55—one of them "w'ere Gladstone allus sleeps w'en
5e wants to be fashionable!"
On reaching his "bunk55, Barnardo put on his glasses and
carefully surveyed the scene. The room was grimy and
mean; the air was laden with smoke, dust and stench: in
the dusky light appeared thirty-four beds, nearly all of them
occupied by boys between ten and seventeen. Apparently
the fashion was to remove every stitch of clothing before
"jumping in55, for on all sides protruded bare arms and
chests. A search alongside the beds, moreover, increased
bewilderment, for in no instance was any clothing in
evidence.
This mystery was solved by Mick, who explained that
"the fellers55 put their clothes under the pillows and took
their boots into bed "to keep from gettin5 5em pinched'5.
But shirts received special attention, as Mick now demon-
strated. Pulling off his own, he rolled it into a ball and
stuffed it under the tick, explaining that this protected it
from verminous attack. Such precaution, he announced,
was always taken by those initiated into "doss55 mysteries.
This information vouchsafed, Mick, now divested of every
stitch of clothing, cried: "Here goes !55 and jumped between
his "lily-white55 sheets. Then, snugly nestling down, he
added: "This is what I calls a proper 'doss5, and no
mistake!"
Barnardo could not bring himself to follow Mick's
example. Most of his clothing he did remove; but at
jumping into bed stark naked he drew the line. Curiosity,
too, compelled him to examine his "lily-white sheets55; they
were of "tick-like calico, as yellow as well could be55. But

